Cancer constitutes of complex heterogeneous organ-like structures with a hierarchical cell structure, and only minor phenotypic subpopulations with stem-like properties have a dual capacity to indefinitely self-renew and generate all heterogeneous cell phenotypes consisting of bulk tumor cells. Cancer stem cells (CSC) has similar properties to ordinary stem cells. It is understood that CSC is responsible for the recurrence of metastasis and drug resistance. Thus, control of CSC can provide successful therapy intervention that inhibits cancer growth and aggressive behavior. Conventional cancer therapy is realized to be insufficient for oral cancer therapy. Meanwhile, accurate targeting of OCSC has proved to be a significant challenge due to the commonality of many markers between OCSC and healthy cells. This article discusses the current understanding of oral CSC, with focus on origin, stemness, marker and signalling pathway.
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Introduction

Cancer is a genetic unstable condition characterized by uncontrolled cell proliferation. Cancer could be caused and powered by aberrant stem cells from normal, tissue-specific stem cells and/or stem cell niches. These tumor-initiating stem cells have properties of self-renewal and the ability to generate progenitor stem cells close to those of their normal stem cells. Cancer stem cell (CSC) has several main properties, including the ability to indefinitely renew in an undifferentiated state, limitless proliferative potential, toxic xenobiotics resistance, high DNA repair capability, and the ability to drive malignant cell expansion. Despite sharing features with normal stem cells, the characteristics of self-renewal and differentiation of CSC lead to cells being deregulated with different stages of differentiation arrest. The level of division in normal stem cell tissues is strongly linked to their functional needs, yet this regulation in CSC is lost. In a number of solid tumors including breast, prostate, colorectal, pancreatic, brain, and ovarian cancer, CSCs have been identified.

Developing and designing a new method to counter and eradicate CSCs is difficult as they are guarded by structures of resistance that make them less vulnerable to
traditional therapies. Several key signaling pathways have been demonstrated in this regulatory capacity to play important roles. CSC is distinguished by a nearly infinite capacity for multiline self-renewal and differentiation while preserving a non-differentiated status.

The presence of oral CSC (OCSC) populations was originally suggested due to an expanding tumor mass can only be formed by a subpopulation of oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) cells. Specific subpopulation of OSCC cells derived from OSCC cell lines was reported to have features of both stem cells and advanced metastatic tumors including self-renewal, tumor capacity, patterns of migration and radioresistance. Numerous research groups documented that OCSC populations were successfully isolated with various markers. Cell-surface markers or particular functional properties were suggested to distinguish OCSC from OSCC. However, there were some variabilities of OCSC populations.

Studies of many cancer types including OSCC have identified CSCs using specific markers, but it is still unclear. This is compounded further by the presence of multiple subtypes within OSCC, making investigation reliant on the use of multiple markers. OCSC is highly tumorigenic compared to the other oral cancer cells and are believed to be largely responsible for the biological characteristics of cancer, namely, rapid growth, invasion, and metastasis.

**Origin of OCSC**

OSCC development demands on a proliferative pattern, the origins of OCSC specific population raise some questions. Does OCSC arise from mutations in the oral mucosa of ordinary somatic stem cells, or are OCSC characteristics developed from genetic alterations? Or more advanced cell dedifferentiation? Given the current confusion about the properties of OCSC, it is not yet possible to exclude. Some comments on the root of OCSC have also been reported.

**OCSC from Normal Somatic Stem Cells**

The transformation of a normal human cell into a cancer cell involves 3-6 genetic events. For OSCC, a genetic tumor progression model was proposed, and progressive genetic changes were also found to correlate with phenotypic malignancy progression in OSCC. According to this model, it takes months or years to build most OSCC. Since normal human oral epithelia has an estimated renewal rate of about 14–24 days, most epithelial cells do not exist long enough to accumulate the genetic changes needed to develop an OSCC. The hierarchical stem cell structure present in human oral epithelia indicates that stem cells are the only long-time residents of oral epithelia and, consequently, the only cells able to accumulate the necessary number of genetic changes for malignancy to develop. The derivation of CSCs from their normal tissue counterparts is also supported by several other indirect arguments. For example, CSCs and ordinary somatic stem cells share patterns of molecular expression that are related to mechanisms for regulating stem cell proliferation and differentiation, such as the Notch, Sonic hedgehog (SHH) and Wingless-related integration site (Wnt) signaling pathways. Therefore, it is more likely that a newly emerging OCSC would retain a pre-existing normal stem cell's self-renewal machinery rather than develop new self-renewal pathways.

**OCSC from Mature Cells**

Both in vitro and in vivo studies suggest that oncogenicity of keratinocytes can arise and stimulate natural ability to regenerate stem cells and potentially reduce differentiation. If limited progenitors could have the significant potential for stem cell self-renewal, further genetic changes could be developed which would lead to regeneration as well. An in vitro study showed that disrupted DNA could lead to the development of malignant polyploid giant cells that might avoid cell death/differentiation and promoted stem-like cells. This demonstrated a remarkable possible origin for CSC. In culture of senescent breast epithelial cells, a similar process of genomic instability and micronucleation were identified, and binucleated or multi-nucleated cells were resulted in culture. Neosis was identified, and so far only for in vitro environments, and it remains to be determined if it is only an artefact of the conditions of in vitro culture. Giant cells had not been detected in clinical OSCC, although there were documentations of other forms of carcinomas in which they were listed as the host’s secondary reactive event rather than neoplastic.

**Stemness of OCSC**

A key aspect of CSC is their propensity towards self-renewal, which appears to play a major role in triggering and preserving the nucleus of cancer cells. Some intracellular signaling pathways including SHH, Notch, Wnt, B-cell-specific Moloney murine leukemia virus integration site 1 (Bmi1), Phosphatase and Tensin homolog (PTEN), Bone
Morphogenetic Proteins (BMP), and Transforming Growth Factor (TGF)-β may maintain self-renewal of CSCs. Among these pathways, there has been detailed evidence of Notch and Bmi1 functions in oral cancer stemness.

Initiation of the Notch1 signaling pathway is important for the preservation of CSCs. Proinflammatory cytokine TNFα improves self-renewal capability and tumorigenicity correlated with the stimulation of the Notch pathways. Hes1 is the target of activated Notch1 in TNFα-induced OCSC, and its knockdown suppresses the self-renewal potential. Hes1-deficient mice demonstrated early differentiation, loss of progenitor cells and resulting lethality.

**OCSC Marker**

OCSC isolation was performed primarily with the Cluster of Differentiation (CD)44 marker that was initially used to isolate CSC from breast cancer. CD44 is a large hyaluronic receptor transmembrane glycoprotein on the surface of cells involved in opposing roles in cell migration and adhesion. CD44 has a function as an integral surface molecule capable of dealing with different intrinsic and extrinsic signals to control a range of gene expressions. CD44 was highly expressed in oral epithelial carcinoma cells, in situ carcinoma, and some infiltrating lymphocytes.

CD133 was also reported as an OCSC marker. The CD133+ cells showed decreased paclitaxel resistance. CD133+ cell expressed higher levels of stem genes, positive spheroid development, heterogeneous tumor formation, and increased clonogenicity from OSCC cell lines (1-2%) as well as from human OSCC samples (1-3%). Recent studies have found a correlation between CD133 expression and cancer stage. Expression of CD133 was higher in cancer stage III and IV than stage I and II.

Besides CD44 and CD133, CD10 was reported to be correlated with OCSC since CD10+ head and neck cancer (HNC) cells showed high expression of Oct3/4, a pluripotent stem cell marker. The CD10+ cells were fairly immune to cisplatin and radiation, and had tumorigenic sphere-forming and malignant properties, indicating that CD10 could be a marker of OCSC as well.

Aldehyde Dehydrogenase (ALDH) has been used as a marker in OCSC. ALDH is a cytosolic isoenzyme that oxidizes intracellular aldehydes and thus corresponds to the oxidation of retinol to retinoic acid in initial differentiation of stem cells. ALDH+ cells demonstrated plasticity with the ability to form tumor spheres in serum-free media and the ability to generate ALDH+ cells in vitro. Although there are many ALDH isoforms, ALDH1 is particularly important in OCSC. In addition, ALDH1+ oral leukoplaikia was more likely to develop OSCC.

OSCC-derived tumor spheres showed enhanced stem-like properties and expressed higher levels of pluripotent transcription factors such as Oct4, Klf4, Lin28, Nanog and Sox2. Sphere-forming oral cancer cells also exhibit substantial expression of OCSC-specific markers such as CD44 and ALDH1. Table 1 shows the summary of the OCSC markers’ role.

**Targeting OCSC**

Within the large and heterogeneous population of cells comprising the mass of HNC, the small subpopulation of CSC may be responsible for cancer recurrence and metastasis initiation due to high migration capacity and resistance to both radio and chemotherapy. The main challenge in CSC-targeting therapy is the heterogeneity of CSCs. Some CSCs were identified via different surface markers, however, and there are no general markers available for the global recognition of these cells.

**Targeting CSC Cell Surface Markers**

CSCs in various cancers express specific surface markers, such as CD133 in hepatocellular and gastric CSCs, CD50, CD9, CD24, and CD26 in human malignant mesothelioma CSCs, CD44, CD24, and Epithelial Surface Antigen (ESA),
in pancreatic CSCs. Among these markers, CD133 is considered as one of the most important CSC associated marker identified so far. Expression of CSC markers in oral cavity was still poorly investigated in the population of Indonesia. So far, there was a report showing that expression of CD133 was increased in the peripheral blood sample of oral premalignant lesions. In addition, there are preclinical studies with an emphasis on CD44 to verify the efficacy and toxicity of CSC targeting agents. A Phase I single-dose escalation trial for patients with advanced HNC with anti-CD44 bivatuzumab mertansine was reported.

**Targeting CSC Environment**

CSC environment consists of different components including cancer-associated fibroblast, immune cells, multipotent stromal cells, endothelial and perivascular cells and their mysterious factors, including growth factors and cytokines. Tumor stroma is able to produce and retain CSC, shield the tumor from the immune system, and contribute to Epithelial Mesenchymal Transformation (EMT) activation, contributing to increased tumor progression, invasion, and secondary tumor recolonization.

Vascular endothelial cell, a type of CSC niche stromal cell required for angiogenesis, can also secrete growth factors and cytokines that enhance CSC proliferation and promote the maintenance of CSC properties in HNC. In theory, interfering with the growth and survival of vascular endothelial cell could inhibit not only angiogenesis but also CSC self-replication. VEGF is a dominant cancer cell-secreted proangiogenic factor, a well-recognized therapeutic target. Different angiogenic inhibitors have been developed that can also inhibit the self-regeneration of CSCs leading to lower tumor growth. Bevacizumab has been shown to inhibit CSC populations in Non-small-cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC) in combination with anti-hepatoma-derived growth factor (HDGF) antibody. Nevertheless, inhibition of VEGFR in breast cancer will increase the population of CSCs by inducing hypoxia. Using a VEGFR inhibitor in conjunction with HIF inhibition in combination therapy may provide a more effective treatment strategy to address this.

**Immunotherapy**

Immunotherapy is an emerging field that can abrogate CSC’s ability to reinitiate. Numerous approaches to immunotherapy have been developed to combat HNC, including vaccines, T-cell infusion, immune control point inhibitors and monoclonal antibodies. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) of The United States of America (USA) approved Nivolumab and Pembrolizumab, anti-Programmed Death-1 (PD-1) antibodies, in the second-line setting for HNC. Results of the study showed that Nivolumab and Pembrolizumab could enhance overall survival compared to conventional chemotherapy. Nevertheless, Nivolumab and Pembrolizumab response rates in HNC remained low, ranging from only 13 to 20%, though survival improved in 1 of 10 patients receiving these therapies.

**Targeting Second Messenger**

Recent studies have suggested that Ca\(^{2+}\) signaling is important in regulating the stemness of oral cancer. Ca\(^{2+}\) is an universal second messenger which regulates many physiological processes. Homeostasis of Ca\(^{2+}\) is disrupted in carcinogenesis, leading to fail in regulation of cell proliferation, migration and suppression of apoptosis. Therefore cancer stem cell properties can be regulated by Ca\(^{2+}\) channels and signals.

Ca\(^{2+}\) influx is tightly controlled by the Store-operated Ca\(^{2+}\) Entry (SOCE) pathway and mediated by the Ca\(^{2+}\) Release-activated Channels (CRAC). Cells release Ca\(^{2+}\) from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) after stimulation, accompanied by the influx of extracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) by SOCE. Not only does SOCE refill the depleted ER Ca\(^{2+}\) stocks, It also provides a direct Ca\(^{2+}\) signal allowing downstream responses including a signaling route for the stimulated T-cell nuclear factor (NFAT).

**Conclusion**

OCSC has features of both stem cells and advanced metastatic cancer cells including self-renewal, migration, tumor formation, chemoresistance and radioresistance. OCSC can be derived from normal somatic stem cells and mature cells. OCSC markers could be used as for targeting OCSC. CD133 could be a promising target in OCSC.
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